
1 EXT.CARS AND LONDON FLAG.THE MALL 1

A car is driving the camera on the mall road near Buckingham

palace. This road has got the England flags on both the left

and right hand side of the bushes.With cars in front stuck

in traffic and cyclists cycling past.

2 EXT.TOWER BRIDGE.LONDON BRIDGE 2

Passing the tower bridge, with people on the bridge rushing

running or cycling.

3 EXT.LONDON STREET.LONDON ROADS. 3

Cyclists cycling on the pavements of London city. Cars

driving past traffic lights. Signs come up to turn left or

right on a street. The comes the Scotland yard sign.The

London eye comes up as a still image.

4 INT. ILFORD 4

Loads of British passports laying on a surface then zooming

into the first page of a passport.

5 EXT. BECKTON. LONDON 5

Central London at night, the streets shinning with lights

and cars driving on the motorway.

6 INT. ILFORD 6

Love heart cushions with snakes around them and a massive A1

image in the middle of wall. Religious idols an images on

the desk and stuck to the walls, also dream and love quotes

written on the walls of the victims bedroom.

7 INT.ILFORD 7

The victims introduce themselves, who they are and how they

met each other. Then one of the victims starts to tell their

past story.

8 EXT. DOORBELL. GOODMAYES 8

I press on the bell of the house of the lawyer

9 INT. LAWYERS OFFICE 9

The lawyer working on her case study. With a rack full of

law books. A law book on the table as well as a computer and

camera in front of her.
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10 INT. LAWYERS LIVING ROOM 10

Interview with the lawyer.

11 INT.ILFORD 11

Rape scene of man raping girl.

12 INT.GOODMAYES 12

Interview with lawyer

13 INT. ILFORD 13

The 2 victims tell us what the home office had said to them

and what they had gone through.

14 INT.GOODMAYES 14

Interview with Lawyer

15 INT. ILFORD 15

The 2 victims tell the audience how much they have paid

lawyer and how honest they have been with the government and

the home office.

16 INT. GOODMAYES 16

Lawyer gets interviewed and says her suggestions.

17 EXT. BECKTON. LONDON 17

Cars on a motorway at night in London city. A view from the

sky. With writing crawling up of the cast and crew members

of the documentary.


